NHS Tayside Adult (16-65) Acute Mental Health Bed Centralisation

SurveyMonkey

Q1 Where did you hear about the NHS Tayside proposal to centralise
all adult acute mental health beds at Carseview Centre, Dundee?
Answered: 393

Other (please
specify)
Other (please
specify)
9.67%
(38)
Newspaper
7.89% (31)
9.67% (38)
Newspaper
7.89% (31)

PLUS Perth
14.76% (58)
PLUS Perth
PKAVS
14.76% (58)
1.02% (4)
PKAVS
1.02% (4)
NHS Tayside
13.49% (53)
NHS Tayside
13.49% (53)

Word of mouth
20.36% (80)
Word of mouth
20.36% (80)

ANSWER CHOICES

Skipped: 2

Local Council
2.29% (9)
Local Council
2.29% (9)
Social Media
30.53% (120)
Social Media
30.53% (120)
RESPONSES

PLUS Perth

14.76%

58

PKAVS

1.02%

4

NHS Tayside

13.49%

53

Local Council

2.29%

9

Social Media

30.53%

Radio

0.00%

0

Word of mouth

20.36%

80

Newspaper

7.89%

31

Other (please specify)

9.67%

38

120

TOTAL

393

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Tayside carers

11/27/2017 12:30 PM

2

PLUS Perth & Newspaper

11/26/2017 6:05 PM

3

PLUS Perth, NHS Tayside, Word of Mouth,Local Council, Radio and Newspaper.

11/26/2017 6:04 PM

4

PKAVS, Council, NHS, Social Media

11/25/2017 5:20 PM

5

PLUS Perth and Newspaper

11/25/2017 5:15 PM

6

PLUS Perth, Newspaper

11/25/2017 3:48 PM

7

i haven't heard of this

11/23/2017 12:07 AM

8

U3A

10/27/2017 5:04 PM

9

U3A

10/24/2017 7:24 PM

10

Perth U3A newsletter October 2017

10/24/2017 5:32 PM

11

MindSpace

10/16/2017 12:07 PM

12

Mairi Gougeon MSP

10/13/2017 9:38 AM
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13

My MSP Mairi Gougeon

10/12/2017 4:23 PM

14

Dundee Autism & LD SPG

10/9/2017 9:59 AM

15

Mindspace pk

10/5/2017 9:53 PM

16

Through work - third sector

10/5/2017 8:04 PM

17

PLus Perth - Word of Mouth - Newspaper

10/5/2017 1:08 PM

18

Plus Perth and PKAVS - as a member of Plus I have been informed of the changes.

10/5/2017 12:12 PM

19

No answer

10/5/2017 11:17 AM

20

Plus Perth and word of mouth

10/5/2017 10:42 AM

21

John steel vox update

10/4/2017 11:59 AM

22

email from a friend

10/4/2017 7:34 AM

23

Facebook

9/30/2017 4:10 PM

24

Facebook

9/28/2017 5:42 AM

25

Friend who lost her daughter

9/27/2017 7:19 AM

26

From a friend

9/27/2017 6:40 AM

27

Facebook

9/26/2017 7:59 PM

28

Didn't know

9/26/2017 12:07 PM

29

Phillip Welsh

9/26/2017 11:03 AM

30

Facebook

9/26/2017 10:59 AM

31

Friend being admitted

9/26/2017 9:23 AM

32

Facebook

9/24/2017 11:27 AM

33

NHS Taysides Board online minutes

9/18/2017 5:39 PM

34

Attended event

9/14/2017 2:45 PM

35

Daughter

9/14/2017 9:31 AM

36

Board minutes on line

9/12/2017 7:24 PM

37

When my family had to access emergency mental health services for myself

9/12/2017 6:43 PM

38

Mindspace

9/8/2017 8:31 PM
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Q2 Have you visited the NHS Tayside consultation website for this
proposal?
Answered: 388

Skipped: 7

Yes
39.69% (154)
Yes
39.69% (154)

No
60.31% (234)
No
60.31% (234)

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

39.69%

154

No

60.31%

234

TOTAL

388
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Q3 Do you agree with the proposal that all adult (16-65) acute mental
health beds should be centralised at Carseview Centre, Dundee?
Answered: 388

Skipped: 7

Yes, I agree
10.05% (39)
Yes, I agree
10.05% (39)

ANSWER CHOICES

No, I don’t agree
89.95% (349)
No, I don’t agree
89.95% (349)

RESPONSES

Yes, I agree

10.05%

39

No, I don’t agree

89.95%

349

TOTAL

388

#

PLEASE STATE YOUR REASONS

DATE

1

I have relatives in Glasgow but nobody local so that would be difficult to have visitors if I was in
hospital in Dundee

11/27/2017 12:32 PM

2

Perth - MRH needs to retain Moredun ward as it is too much to cope with moving psychiatric
patients who are in trauma anyway and need family visits to support them. Perth serves such a
wide area to cover

11/27/2017 12:30 PM

3

Too far for patients and relatives to travel. Takes patients away from support networks. P&K is a
massive area- what about admissions from remote parts of P&K, Aberfeldy, Braco for some
Stirling is nearer than Dundee. Who will accompany people in crisis out of hours to Dundee. Not
everyone has a friend/ family to take them- will they have to go in a taxi. It would remove
patients from their professional as well as personal networks. there will likely be conflict about
who controls the beds at Dundee.carseview and who controls the admission process will P&K
doctors/staff agree? who has the final say? Millions of pounds have been spent on building a
new acute mental health unit - purpose built- what an extraordinary waste of money in these
cash strapped times How will patients get to and back from home on an overnight pass? prior to
support patients may need support to regain confidence and practice accessing their local
communities eg shops, vol orgs. How much harder will it be for them and their CPN to do this
from Dundee. Many patients are likely to feel anxious frightened confused distressed- all made
worse if they are so far away from 'home' and the people who are 'there' for them. Going to
Carseview is not the same as going to Ninewells for a physical health problem ( necessarily).
The impact of mental illness is not being taken into account. People who are mentally ill are
sensitive to their environment and need to feel that people who care about them- familys,
friends, professionals- are nearby or at least not as far away as Dundee. ( I realise that this
does also apply to people with physical health problems)

11/27/2017 12:13 PM

4

Distance from much of Perth

11/27/2017 11:57 AM

5

Makes it difficult for people to get visits from friends and family. Travalling costs to Dundee. Re
deployment of staff to Dundee. Further for patients in crisis to get medical treatment and care

11/27/2017 11:35 AM
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6

Inpatient local beds are essential to keep people safe. The idea of in the community care is not
working. To many clients not enough staff. For some this lack of care and help is the reason
they relapse

11/27/2017 10:40 AM

7

people should not be exiled from home town for mental health condition Perth hospital is
recently purpose built specially for mental health purpose

11/27/2017 10:13 AM

8

This is not appropriate. Perth and Kinross needs its own facilities. This is a cut not a boost to
mental health services.

11/26/2017 7:06 PM

9

I think they at Murray Royal.

11/26/2017 7:01 PM

10

Everything is going to Dundee. Soon nothing will be local.

11/26/2017 6:48 PM

11

Mental Health Services in general are always under-funded. MRH cost millions and will now be
under-used. Dundee is too far away for both service user and families.

11/26/2017 6:30 PM

12

Long way to go to visit family & friends.

11/26/2017 6:05 PM

13

Most mentally unwell individuals need rapid support in a moment of crisis. For suicidal
individuals the local hospital provides a safe environment which is easily accessed. For myself
during a suicidal episode the hospital has saved my life.

11/26/2017 6:04 PM

14

I think it is traumatic enough to be admitted to hospital without having to travel and implications
for visitors etc.

11/26/2017 5:55 PM

15

I disagree because the number of beds at Carseview are currently in high demand for the
resident of Dundee and surrounding areas. I have been advised that Dundee had the highest
rate of suicides in Tayside last year (2016). Surely there are ample people from Dundee and
surrounding ares who will need the beds at Carseview in future. To close Moredun Ward at
Murray Royal Hospital would be a mistake. Firstly, those in need of acute mental health
services would need to be assessed. If admission is necessary, and a person would normally
go to MRH, how can they be accommodated if Moredun is closed and the beds in Carseview
are already filled with Dundee patients? For those in more desperate need, ie to harm
themselves, if beds in Carseview are not available, Moredun is closed and no beds at PRI or
Ninewells, is a police cell the only option? I find this totally unacceptable. Families and friends of
those in-patients will have to travel, if it's Carseview, much further than if they were in Moredun
Ward. Can you imagine the travel problems relatives and friends face if they lived in Aberfeldy
or Kinloch Rannoch. These visits could be radically reduced because of the extra distance and
costs incurred, or not even take place at all. The in-patients, if hospitalised at Carseview would
suffer greatly from the lack of contact and support from family and friends. We are all aware of
how vital that support is. Moredun Ward has 24 beds. We need to ensure this provision and
location at Murray Royal Hospital remains the same.

11/25/2017 8:14 PM

16

It just fit in with treating people locally. It is also a fair increase in travel difficulties in an already
stressful situation. Perth and Kinross is a vast area with very poor transport to move easily to
Carseview.

11/25/2017 7:27 PM

17

The number of people in Perth and Kinross is at an all time high and in that population there will
maybe need treatment, and no matter how old you may be, this can be a frightening process for
those involved and also visitors may find it too much.

11/25/2017 6:55 PM

18

a) I live in Errol and so do all my family and friends, and when I or my daughter have to stay in
hospital for psychiatric treatment it means we do not receive visits as visiting Carseview is
problematic. This affects our recovery and can delay our discharge. b) When acute inpatient
treatment is necessary it is already very difficult to gain a place at Moredun Ward or Carseview
as there are not enough beds as it is!

11/25/2017 6:18 PM

19

For those with no access to a car, dependence on public transport has many issues : mobility,
economic, time. It would also tie up patient transport and ambulance service for far longer than
at present.

11/25/2017 5:51 PM

20

I believe the financial resources should be used mainly for community services while some
provision should be for crisis care in local hospitals (Murray Royal for Perth) otherwise people
risk being left in crisis until they deteriorate until admission is needed in Dundee. While this may
provide employment for the staff in Dundee it is not in the interests of the patients. The
complimentary doctors of the chiropractic say "The NHS is built for crisis and this is what they
do best". What they do best is not the best for others in this instance.

11/25/2017 5:36 PM

21

I think local services are extremely vital and necessary for a patients recovery ie for local friends
/ family visits, day passes and to remain within your local, near home facility.

11/25/2017 5:20 PM

22

Keep care local. Easier for family / friends to visit - distance to Dundee especially if coming from
North of Perth.

11/25/2017 5:15 PM

23

It would be difficult for people to visit me as I come from Crieff

11/25/2017 5:08 PM
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24

Beds at Carseview and Murray Royal are already very scarce. I have familial experience of
members requiring acute mental health stays and being offered places in Fife or even England!
This is not conducive to a speedy recovery, being far from home!

11/25/2017 5:00 PM

25

This seems to be a very shortsighted move prompted by purely financial concerns with very
little thought given to the actual needs of the patients they purport to care for. Surely such
patients should be cared for locally.

11/25/2017 4:55 PM

26

Carseview feels like a prison. Those with mental health difficulties should be treated near home
and in a nice environment to aid healing.

11/25/2017 4:41 PM

27

People need to be near to their friends and family when ill. As well as being cared for in hospital,
how will the reduction of beds cope with the needs. When I was very ill recently, there wasn't a
bed available in Scotland. How will changes affect crisis care in the community.

11/25/2017 4:22 PM

28

People in crisis need quick access to local facility where support networks they are used to are
still accessible

11/25/2017 4:13 PM

29

People who are ill enough to be in hospital need to be as near home and relatives as possible you cannot just move people around as if they were objects - the proposal is purely to save
money when the priority should be on local mental health services. Especially in a county the
size of Perthshire, where many people are living over 30 miles from even Perth! Murray Royal in
Perth was hailed as the modern answer to psychiatric needs - it is totally morally wrong to close
Moredun adult ward; it shows that NHS Tayside regard mental illness as second-rate,
undeserving of having money spent on it to keep local services. You really do need to think
again about your responsibility to provide an adult ward in Perth.

11/25/2017 3:48 PM

30

Extra expense for patients and family having to travel to Dundee. Patients need to be in their
own environment. How do they get there in the middle of the night unless Doc tor asks
ambulance to come. Expense in having to travel home on discharge. All that expense in
upgrading Murray Royal wasted.

11/25/2017 3:27 PM

31

i think patients should remain locally so as it's easier for family and friends to visit

11/23/2017 12:07 AM

32

This is too far away for some people.

11/4/2017 9:25 AM

33

Local services are necessary

11/1/2017 1:33 PM

34

Not everyone lives near Dundee, therefore those who do not live within the city boundary have a
2 hour journey, whether visiting or treatment. Persons who have been admitted are left feeling
isolated, alone and sometimes scared knowing that their family, friends and support network are
many miles away and cannot afford the time nor money to visit and support their loved ones. In
my eyes it feels you are being discriminated for being mentally ill through no fault of your own.
Surely this is morally wrong.

10/31/2017 10:11 PM

35

Because it is definitely needed in perth so patients can be near their families friends and
support workers.

10/31/2017 5:49 PM

36

All mental health patients should be treated locally not centralised.

10/30/2017 5:32 PM

37

Time and distance are going to be wasted.

10/30/2017 11:54 AM

38

those needing acute mental health beds need to be in their community and readily accessible
by friends and family.

10/29/2017 2:45 PM

39

This is going to cause a lot of stress for the patients who live in the Perthshire area as they are
having to go further away from home, and will feel isolated from their loved ones, who may find
difficulties trying to get their because of travel especially if they don't drive. I don't drive and
cannot travel to Dundee on local transport as my anxiety goes through the roof and I have panic
attacks. Trying to get to Murray royal is a dilemma for me, Dundee is going to be a catastrophe.

10/28/2017 8:16 AM

40

Prefer local

10/27/2017 5:04 PM

41

It is an added stress factor to have to travel to Dundee.

10/24/2017 7:24 PM

42

People should remain in their local communities where at all possible and have local services to
access when necessary. It is more difficult for family and friends to get into Dundee from
outlying areas as transport tends to be based on local centres. Some of the programmes for
helping people reintegrate into their communities will be harder to implement as people relearn
skills in an unfamiliar environment and then have to learn again how to use them at home.
Supervision would be more stretched, too.

10/24/2017 5:32 PM
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43

People who and mentally ill will have increase anxiety if they are moved to an unfamiliar
environment, away from family and other support services such as those in the voluntary sector.
As an organisation we visit any of our service users when they are returned to hospital to
ensure they feel a sense of belonging, recognise they are valued and know they are still
supported and can return to accessing our services when they are ready / better placed to do
so. Carseview have had many challenges of their own over recent times and many are
protesting about the care - or lack of- and surely it is best they set their own house in order
before the embark upon trying to get others to do so on an increased scale. That may mean
more training, better supervision, change in staff, better management of services....................
The plans for relocation shall reduce the amount of visits, increase costs and shorten visits. But
most of all it shall be yet another challenge and barrier for the patient at a time when they need
quite the opposite! Lets look at what the patient needs! lets ask the patient what they feels is
best! What happened to to the NHS being the 'gatekeepers for their well being'? Surely the
NHS should be working tirelessly to: improve well-being; connect people to their communities
(not someone elses); help overcome personal challenges (not creating them); and reduce
barriers to improving their health. The NHS should be social prescribes - emphasis on choice How can they be if patients do not have a choice. they should be enabling patients- to better
maintain existing relationships and build new ones. Carseview are not connected to local
support services so how do they make this work??

10/16/2017 12:07 PM

44

There are not enough beds as it is and the Mulberry unit is a fantastic resource in an idyllic
setting, which from experience aids recovery. I find Caresview dark, depressing and
institutionalised. It's in need of modernisation.

10/15/2017 9:30 PM

45

A lot of people have benefited from the new Mulberry unit st Stracathro hospital. This is a new
unit that has had a considerable amount of investment put into it. It has helped a lot of people
who have had mental health issues. This unit should be kept open.

10/14/2017 9:27 PM

46

its not cost effective to taxi people back and forward to dundee . I do not think that it would be a
wise decision to move patients to dundee when they have a real need to be beside their families
and friends when they have a crisis going on in their lives also not everybody can afford travel
costs involved with getting to dundee. I think that carseview resembles an old prison or
sanitarium stuck in the past with draconian values with staff that dont seem to care about the
patients welllbeing and their welfare.

10/14/2017 2:37 PM

47

I have been a patient at both Carsview & Mulberry apart from anything else the area
surrounding Mulberry is for more conducive to a positive recovery.

10/13/2017 12:24 PM

48

There will be too much centralisation of Health Services in Dundee. Health services must be
locally based

10/13/2017 9:38 AM

49

Yet again, rural patients lose out. Angus and P&K patients will move from a lovely unit in
beautiful surroundings to a tired, unsafe unit with no immediate outdoor access for Angus
patients. So much further for family and friends to visit.

10/13/2017 5:53 AM

50

1.Acute mental health beds should be located as close to the area of the patients. 2. Carseview
is three buses in either direction from Brechin, much too far and time consuming as well as
costly. 3. There has been a widespread response from the Petition on Facebook which
attracted 2,500 signatures and importantly over 1,000 comments. These broadly condemned
Carseview as a prison-like place. Dreary accommodation and inability to go outside. Lack of one
to one consultations and too much reliance on medication. 4.Carseview has had a number of
suicides resulting from discharge of patients in a day or so.

10/12/2017 8:42 PM

51

I know two people who have been treated at Stracathro and it was extremely helpful for them to
be local for ease of visiting. It is also a great setting.

10/12/2017 6:44 PM

52

Mental health should be locally based where facilities exist. The Mulberry Unit is such a facility.

10/12/2017 5:37 PM

53

The unit at Carseview is not fit for purpose. Patients have been moved from a purpose built unit
with all important secure and safe outdoor space (an important factor in mental health
recuperation and treatment) to the confines of an old style hospital ward.

10/12/2017 4:43 PM

54

People need local access, different health issues need specialist care not all lumped together

10/12/2017 4:37 PM

55

Beds reduced from 25 to 20 when mulberry moved to Carseview, the ward is not fit for purpose.
Patients have no access to a garden unlike wards 1, 2, IPCU and LDAU. Too far for families to
visit relatives and public transport links quite poor. Far less activities on the ward due to lack of
room/provisions. Mulberry was a purpose built award winning ward with an excellent team and
fantastic resources. Now they have been tarred with the 'Carseview brush' and can no longer
provide the kind of care, therapies and social outings they previously could. Patients are
frustrated and bored and it is impacting on their recovery. Moredun is a large ward and also
purpose built. The likelihood is that it will need to reduce bed numbers also when it moves. We
are struggling for beds across Scotland and yet NHS Tayside see this as the best option?!

10/12/2017 4:28 PM
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56

There is a perfectly good, purpose built unit at Stracathro which is makes no sense to close - it
would be a complete waste of money. Centralising at Dundee doesn't take into consideration
people who live in angus who need treatment and their families.

10/12/2017 4:23 PM

57

Risks associated to travelling longer distances, costs for carers, carers without own transport
will be unable to visit inpatients.

10/12/2017 3:59 PM

58

People with mental health problems should be as near to their support network as possible

10/12/2017 3:00 PM

59

Most definitely not! Perth needs to have local beds as it is difficult enough for individual who are
in hospital and would be made worse if they were isolated in another area.

10/12/2017 2:47 PM

60

Below is a summary of the comments and opinions of some of our members (self-advocates): •
Words used by self-advocates to describe the changes included: Very bad, shocking, terrible,
horrible, sad and stupid. Overall, most self-advocates could not understand why such extreme
measure were taking place and could not understand why this expensive process was taking
place when a new facility could have been built on the existing Strathmartine site. • Moving
people from places that have become ‘home’ is shocking, especially when they have no control,
choice or opinion about it. It was pointed out that many adults residing in Carseview LDAU and
Craigowl, Strathmartine have been there for many years due to a lack of appropriate community
facilities and support. • They also expressed their concern about the distance between Dundee
and Perth and the negative impact an inpatient stay might have on a family member/support
provider/care giver/friend. o They felt public transport was unreliable and many people either
cannot drive or do not have a car to rely upon, this would make visiting someone in hospital in
Perth very difficult, resulting in more people spending less time with family and friends and an
increased sense of loneliness and isolation and a negative impact on mental wellbeing
recovery. o They think that support from providers would be affected – if someone only received
two hours outreach support, how much time would they really receive after travel time was
taken into consideration? o Individuals who have been in an inpatient bed stated very strongly
that their family had helped them to maintain independence whilst under a hospital admission
and that frequent visits and trips out of the hospital helped in their recovery process. The
thought of families not being able to provide this support visibly caused anxiety to one individual
during the focus group. In the consultation, question five, do you have any ideas on making
these services better? Our members have suggested the following: • Do not change the current
services to option three. • Carry out a full independent consultation led by people who can
communicate effectively with people with complex communication needs and/or LD and/or ASD
to ensure the can participate and contribute to this consultation. • Look at the Dundee quality
impact assessment, it states, it will not have an impact on the public, surely this is wrong? Any
one of us could be in an inpatient psychiatric bed during our lifetime. • Carry out an economic
impact assessment, option three will definitely lead to more poverty for adults with Learning
Disabilities and their families/Carers in Dundee, most of whom are already impoverished. • Have
children/young people and their families been consulted? After all, this will affect them. • Spend
more money on community based resources and supports to stop admission happening
Question 6 - Any other comments: Our members: • would like to ask the Perth IJB how did the
views of Dundee and Angus citizens feed into their decision just to consult on Option 3 • would
like to see a local (Dundee) impact assessment being carried out. • suggest the front page of the
consultation questionnaire is not asking someone’s option – it is dictating it. It states ‘We are
changing the Mental Health and Learning Disability inpatient services. The changes will make
the services better’. • suggest inside front cover that says ‘We want to know your views on the
way we give services. Yet no discussion on improving, renovating or redesign of the existing
locations - could be interpreted as that Option 3 is going to happen. • would like to see the
consultation timescale being extended until mid-Dec so meaningful consultation can take place
with people with LD and/or ASD and their families/Carers.

10/9/2017 9:59 AM

61

Too far to travel.

10/8/2017 9:44 AM

62

It's not practical for people who live more rurally in Perth, how would they get all the way to
Dundee? People may not consider their mental health to be at such a critical point where they
have to travel that far to be seen. People have difficulty asking for help as it is without adding
additional stress of additional travel, expense, distance etc.

10/6/2017 12:43 PM

63

This will isolate a lot of people

10/6/2017 8:03 AM

64

Beds in Perthshire are already far too few!!!

10/6/2017 12:25 AM

65

For those experiencing acute mental health problems being further isolated and further away
from their home /family /community will have a significant impact. Poverty will mean that for
some they will have no visitors. The time spent travelling for some in Perth and kinross to
Dundee is also a factor and the cost of this. Additionally for those individuals who need a care
package involving p&k organisations there would be less services able to travel to Dundee, this
would also have a negative impact on individuals with mental health problems. I would propose
carseview is closed.

10/5/2017 9:53 PM
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66

I believe this will result in an increased risk to individuals with acute mental health needs. Due to
its geography P&K need a service which is centrally based. This is not Dundee. It will increase
the isolation of people in hospital, at a time when their support network is at its most needed.

10/5/2017 8:04 PM

67

The impact this will have across all communities, particularly those living rurally could be
devastating

10/5/2017 5:51 PM

68

This is a political decision. It is not at all in the best interests of any possible patients,
particularly those who live some distance from Carseview. This decision ignores the problems
of access any patients might have. This kind of centralisation also limits services severely - it
saves money because, theoretically, less staff and resources are needed, but it is a short term
solution to a long term problem and simply creates more problems. In effect it will lead to less
people being seen and therefore longer waiting lists - and this at a time when we are constantly
told by the media of increasing numbers of people wishing to access services! (And being
encouraged to access services!) This is a disgraceful decision. We should be providing more
access, not less.

10/5/2017 3:22 PM

69

The inaccessability for patients and visitors from such a wide area as Tayside. caring - time to
see Dr and Consultants not rushed through a system. Local involvment is necessary in healing
particularly in mental health issues. The stress caused by travel is highly detremental.

10/5/2017 1:08 PM

70

Perthshire is a wide area and carseview can be a long way away for many people to be able to
visit - and visitors in hospital are extremely important.

10/5/2017 12:37 PM

71

Accute mental health beds should be local.

10/5/2017 12:28 PM

72

Accute mental health beds should be local.The further the distance from family and friends has
effect on the fequency of visits by friends and family and consequently has a detrimental effect
on the mental health and recovery of patient.

10/5/2017 12:22 PM

73

I dont see the point of building a new hospital mental heath, then after a few years close it. The
visiitors from rural Perthshire that have to use public transport it not really feasable.

10/5/2017 12:12 PM

74

When I was in hosptial what helped me was being in familiar surroundings being able to see my
friends.

10/5/2017 11:59 AM

75

Its just not practical!

10/5/2017 11:47 AM

76

Design and location of building Culture of care within Dundee is not positive Patient
support/contact with local community/services Access to services Continuity of care Lack of
open space Purpose built deign features of MRH: gym/art room/kiln/spiritual care / tribunal
facililties

10/5/2017 11:42 AM

77

I dont agree as mental health patients dont have money or travel and more people would feel
helpless if this service is stopped, mark my words if this service is stopped I have no doubts
there will be more suicide in perth and perthshire/ keep this service.

10/5/2017 11:17 AM

78

Difficulty in visiting and providing family support from outlying areas. The population of Perth is
forecast to increase substantially and therefore I think Perth should have its own services.

10/5/2017 11:04 AM

79

Murray Royal is local to me and when I was there I found it a great help/support that my friends
could visit me. If it was not in Perth there would be less chance as it would be further to travel
and those that dont drive could not come straight after work and still be home for child care.

10/5/2017 10:42 AM

80

Patients need to be close to family and friends for support.

10/4/2017 4:59 PM

81

Patients should have treatment available in their local area, some patients will miss out on
visitors as many relatives, friends etc will not be able to travel to Dundee for visiting.

10/4/2017 3:58 PM

82

You are removing people from their local environment making harder for some families to
support. Stop herding people like sheep. They have rights too

10/4/2017 11:59 AM

83

Distance factors for people living in rural Perthshire

10/4/2017 10:55 AM

84

It would seem more appropriate for services for local people to be provided locally particularly
those of a crisis nature.

10/4/2017 7:44 AM

85

I think that in all cases people should receive treatment closest to their homes and not miles
away.

10/4/2017 7:34 AM

86

Mental Health Services should be available to people within their own communities. Having to
travel to Dundee for services is unacceptable and may not be an option for people in crisis.
Individuals who find themselves suffering from mental health issues need help and support right
away and this is not going to happen if services are moved to Dundee.

10/4/2017 7:16 AM

87

Travel time Mrh was gifted to Perth for me ysl health 500 houses being built No need to locate in
Dundee will not save any money

10/3/2017 3:35 PM
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88

Perth & Kinross covers a wide area at present and it can already be difficult for outlying people
to get to Perth without asking them to travel further to Dundee. I feel it could cause deaths. it will
add pressure to carers that are already very stressed

10/3/2017 3:30 PM

89

I feel this should go without saying, however at a very basic level, to expect individuals who
have mental health issues to plan and attend appointments at Carseview, is absolutely
ridiculous, and this is at a very basic level.

10/3/2017 3:12 PM

90

Carseview provides poor care in comparison to Mulberry and it cannot cope with the patients it
already has.

10/2/2017 3:10 PM

91

1. It will make less people agree to an informal admission if they are further away from family &
friends leading to increased detentions under the mental health act which will cause resentment
between the patient and the services. 2. Less visits/visitors can lead to patients feeling isolated
& lower in mood, or resentful towards family & friends for visiting less often. 3. Increased
financial burden on family/friends/carers for travelling further to visit their relative Dundee
instead of Perth. 4. Less beds for this patient group in Tayside WILL lead to vulnerable people
DYING as they will be left at home in a crisis due to no beds being available.

10/2/2017 12:35 PM

92

Need a wider range of hospitals and places of safety all over Scotland. When my daughter was
sectioned aged 16 she was placed in carseview. There were no beds available anywhere else.
She ended up in the Priory in Glasgow!!!! Heaven knows how much that was costing the NHS

10/2/2017 7:15 AM

93

Too far for people in crisis to travel. I think it will endanger lives.

10/1/2017 8:12 PM

94

To aid the recovery of patients it is essential to have the support of family and friends. This
proposal risks that these stakeholders involvement will be diminished.

10/1/2017 8:01 PM

95

This is a very poorly thought-out consultation that will move mental health care out of Angus,
making it inaccessible for many patients and relatives to visit. It will also see a purpose built Unit
at Mulberry - which only opened five years ago - closing. This is a ludicrous waste of public
money.

9/30/2017 10:18 PM

96

Mental health services need to be as local and accessible as possible for the wellbeing and
recovery of patients. Isolation from family and friends is not good for anyone who is ill in
hospital; it must be easy for visitors to gain access. I also believe there will be fewer beds in
Tayside in general for mental health patients, if these proposals are allowed to go ahead. The
Mulberry Unit was purpose-built, and has only been open for five years, due to a prior review
which lead to a huge reduction in beds across Tayside. We simply cannot afford for those beds
to be removed from Angus - suicide deaths are already rising: local services should be
increased, rather than diminished.

9/30/2017 8:16 PM

97

Cause people with mental health care issues should be cared for neatest to where they &
they’re families, friends & carers are.

9/30/2017 6:15 PM

98

Too far for relatives to travel to visit patients. Visits from friend and family are important to the
recovery of each individual. Lovely surroundings and purpose built layout.

9/30/2017 4:32 PM

99

People are better served livung in their own communities.

9/30/2017 4:10 PM

100

I feel there has been little or no consultation with service users,carers or staff regarding the
closure of Mulberry. There will be transport issues for families and friends of patients trying to
get to carseview. If there's no beds available at carseview patients could be in hospitals as far
away as Inverness or Aberdeen, isolated because families and friends cannot afford to visit
them. I know many service users who will refuse treatment at carseview due to its reputation
which is not good

9/30/2017 10:33 AM

101

This will affect patient and families causing more distress mentally and financially

9/30/2017 10:11 AM

102

Centraliation of services for people with mental healthproblems removes fromthem,or makes
more difficult, the social and community support they need. Once discharged, increased travel
requirements may make ongoing support difficult or unattractive

9/30/2017 8:23 AM

103

Each person is a individual and each individual is different, but I think anyone going into a
mental health institute has there own problems/issues, worries, illnesses ect. And would find
everything hard enough without the problems of family and/or friends to visit if they live out of
town and should go to where they feel most comfortable and happy and not to make things
affordable. Stacey Williamson

9/29/2017 10:36 PM

104

The services should be kept localised

9/29/2017 8:15 PM

105

Unrealistic to send people to Dundee from Perth that have these problems. Causing more
issues.

9/29/2017 6:18 AM

106

With the city growing in size I don't understand why there is a need to move mental health
services further away, with so many recent young people passing away in perthshire, I feel it's
necessary to keep services close enough to provide support.

9/28/2017 7:52 PM
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107

There is a perfectly good, modern facility at Murray Royal in which to base some services. As a
paramedic, there will also be increased pressure on the ambulance service to transfer patients
over greater distances.

9/28/2017 7:40 PM

108

It isolates the patients. There's a stigma with Carseview

9/28/2017 10:32 AM

109

Distribute Centres so that friends and relatives can visit more easily. Also staff can commute
more locally, all of which contributes to best teamcare quality. For meetings, family therapy, etc.
Don't concentrate everyone in a single place, where patients may be incompatible, or respond
better to different teams of staff. A sense of progress or a fresh start may be needed, helped by
an alternative locations. A therapeutic and restorative environment is essential. I don't know
what the architecture of this proposed 'supersize' place is, but simply for noise, orientation, and
balance of in and outside spaces, smaller unit models must be a better design?

9/28/2017 5:42 AM

110

It will make it harder for families to keep contact with the patient and therefore can make it a
more stressful experience for the patient. Carseview is not big enough to take all the patients in
so some will not get the help that they need and are entitled to get. Some potential patients
could be put off trying to get help because they would want to stay near home, not go to
Dundee.

9/27/2017 8:03 PM

111

Not everyone lives in that vicinity

9/27/2017 3:24 PM

112

I think its an absolute joke people from perth having to go all the way to dundee for much
needed help

9/27/2017 1:35 PM

113

It is important to retain local services. Perth is slowly being stripped of healthcare facilities.

9/27/2017 11:56 AM

114

Someone who is suicidal and doesn't want to leave their home isn't going to head off to another
city for help no matter who is trying to convince or take them. Perth and the surrounding small
towns (as far as 26 miles north remember?) NEED this facility.

9/27/2017 10:20 AM

115

If someone is feeling suicidal then asking them to go to another city would just add to their
trauma .

9/27/2017 6:40 AM

116

Perthshire is a large area, Dundee is too far away fir many families to take someone, never
mind police resources.

9/27/2017 5:57 AM

117

There are big travel issues fr faily and friends to visit and to stay in touch. It seems to be aimed
mainly at the convenience of staff and the organisation rather than patient care and outcomes

9/27/2017 12:55 AM

118

Patients will be even further away from there supporters and family who help them with there
recovery

9/26/2017 10:24 PM

119

There are a number of reasons but primarily I am of the view that Carseview is sadly lacking in
a number of areas at present. It is both sterile and patient unfriendly while any sense of
'sanctuary' is sadly missing. I suggest that the changes in patient population over the last 20-30
years now includes an increasing number of young adults with addiction problems. I believe the
current Mental Health care and facilities do not meet the broad needs of this patient population,
especially older adults of 40+. An increased number of younger patients with addiction problems
will have a further detrimental effect on the care and outcomes of the patient population in
general. If I remember correctly, we shouldn't forget the quote by the then NHS Tayside
chairman who described the hospital "not fit for purpose". I feel I could probably add a number
of other reasons to explain my critical opinions, however, I don't think it would serve any useful
purpose at this time. My clear view is that mental health care in Tayside and Carseview in
particular needs a radical rethink - I don't think you need me to highlight that from a public
relations perspective I'm afraid Carseview's negative publicity, especially over the last few
years, is further testament to a very poor public image.

9/26/2017 10:08 PM

120

It is going to put vulnerable people at risk.

9/26/2017 9:24 PM

121

There is a huge mental health issue in Perth, and cutting services is exactly opposite to what we
should be doing.

9/26/2017 9:21 PM

122

I think it should be available in more areas than just one. Carse view can't cope as it is let alone
with more pressure

9/26/2017 9:18 PM

123

It is not easy for everyone to get to Dundee from other parts of Tayside. Not everyone has
access to a car, have money or the ability to independently use buses and it's also a long time
away from home for patients which will not help with mental health issues, especially those with
anxiety disorders

9/26/2017 9:03 PM

124

Local accountability is best

9/26/2017 9:02 PM

125

It’s too far away

9/26/2017 9:00 PM

126

Tayside happens to be so large,the outleiying areas still need ,their units,you my be
short,staffed for mentally trained,staff

9/26/2017 8:51 PM
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127

I have mental health issues and a young daughter who I wouldn't get to see if I needed to be in
hospital due to my mental health. I also have a father in law who has vascular dementia and his
family are in Perth and have no means to visit if he was hospitalised outside perth

9/26/2017 8:44 PM

128

It would mean patients being placed quite far from home area. Would also be expensive for
health and social care professionals travelling from their own outlying areas to manage cases.

9/26/2017 8:41 PM

129

My friend seeked help just short of a couple weeks from murray royal just weeks before
commiting suicide ! Beds and help should be allowed within perth if he got the help there and
then then i believe he would still be alive

9/26/2017 8:40 PM

130

Too far away to travel when in crisis

9/26/2017 8:00 PM

131

Perth has such a large population it needs a facility on its doorstep. Perth and Kinross is such a
large area that someone from pitlochry's family shouldn't have yo travel that distance. Family
are important in the process of helping

9/26/2017 7:37 PM

132

They should be spread over the trust locality, local services for local patients.

9/26/2017 7:36 PM

133

why is everything Dundee, we need to have something here in perth for vulnerable people at
the time not sending them away to another town its not right

9/26/2017 6:08 PM

134

We have a perfectly good hospital in perth

9/26/2017 6:00 PM

135

It is appalling that you deem this fit. That is only going to make matters worse in most situations.
People need help, not sent away elsewhere. Surely they can be seen at some stage at a local
hospital rather than making everything difficult for the individuals.

9/26/2017 5:38 PM

136

As a nurse at carseview this would help ensure that the best treatment is giving and adequate
staffing numbers are available.

9/26/2017 5:35 PM

137

Tayside NHS covers a much wider area than Dundee and this proposal would lead to some
people having to travel quite far for treatment which can be off-putting, e.g. I believe Neil
Cumming refused a bed at Murray Royal when there wasn't a bed at Carseview and went on to
murder his wife. Also I believe centralisation will lead to the number of beds being cut.

9/26/2017 5:15 PM

138

What good was it building the super duper new hospital at Murray Royal? £80 million wasted.

9/26/2017 5:14 PM

139

It very much depends on locality

9/26/2017 5:13 PM

140

To far away from Perth

9/26/2017 5:12 PM

141

It makes sense to have them on one location

9/26/2017 5:09 PM

142

Yes if there are going to be enough beds and isnt a way of making cuts.

9/26/2017 4:52 PM

143

I think this is absolutely ridiculous!!!! For a large region to only have access to beds in dundee is
unacceptable! To try and get someone who has severe mental health issues out of their home
to a unit in their own town is difficult let alone in a different one.Be it on your heads when the
suicide rate rises!!! Bloody awful

9/26/2017 4:50 PM

144

Absolutely disgusting that all the facilities are getting moved from Perth. We are meant to be a
city

9/26/2017 4:50 PM

145

Due to budget cuts the NHS are centralising emergency mental health beds to Dundee from
Perth. I believe my friends brother would still be alive if Murray Royal didn't turn him away and
tried to send him to Dundee, he took his own life just weeks after. If someone is suicidal and
doesn't want to leave the house, then getting them to another city will just not happen!!! Let our
voice be heard. It's important to our town, especially at the moment. Male suicide is at an all
time high. These services need more money, not less.

9/26/2017 4:39 PM

146

To much in one place

9/26/2017 3:43 PM

147

My brother killed himself just weeks ago because Murray Royal couldn't take him and tried to
send him to Dundee. HE'S DEAD BECAUSE OF THIS!!!!

9/26/2017 3:27 PM

148

Not enough beds

9/26/2017 3:22 PM

149

Dundee cannot cope with the amount of people this service needs to help

9/26/2017 3:16 PM

150

Perth requires to have facilities immediately available to help people suffering from any form of
mental health issue and to allow them to treated by people who may know them and treat them
accordingly. Relatives and friends should also be able to visit on a regular basis to help with
their recovery and have input into their self help programme.

9/26/2017 2:56 PM

151

Perth is in need of this service why is it getting moved

9/26/2017 2:27 PM

152

Yes because my cousin was begging for help and got refused from Carseviework. 13 hours
later he hung himself.

9/26/2017 12:48 PM
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153

The staff should be trained to deal with their problems

9/26/2017 12:21 PM

154

It's allows all appointments to be done in one place

9/26/2017 12:20 PM

155

Is it right for patients to be together. Would other sites allow for a progression?

9/26/2017 12:07 PM

156

There should be more hospitals and help for mental health.

9/26/2017 12:00 PM

157

There are not enough beds. A larger facility should be built or spread more beds across the
larger area.

9/26/2017 11:33 AM

158

I've had family there before and friends and staff have all treated them terrible, maybe if you
retrain your staff

9/26/2017 11:26 AM

159

Inconvenient for those who live far from the area. Would make more sense to have clinics
around Tayside

9/26/2017 11:21 AM

160

One main location and concentration of resources would seem to be the best option for
patients.

9/26/2017 10:50 AM

161

I feel we do not have nearly enough help out there for our mental health sufferers I personally
think there should be some sort of center people can pop into for some support when they are
at their lowest ebb

9/26/2017 10:38 AM

162

Carsview is small and limited. Mental health issues are effecting more and more people every
day. Other sites should be made available.

9/26/2017 10:37 AM

163

There is not enough provision for mental health services as it is and this will make a terrible
situation even worse.

9/26/2017 10:10 AM

164

I think that it's really important for people with acute mental health problems to be within their
own community as much as possible, with friends and family nearby. Isolating them, potentially
quite far from their support networks, is dangerous and should not be done.

9/26/2017 9:36 AM

165

As a person with mental health issues myself, i understand how essential it is to have help and
support in whichever form as close as possible and to have to travel away from your home to
acquire this help can be extremely distressing and could potentially be impossible if you don't
have funds or someone close by to help you. I have lived in Dundee all my life and I felt isolated
in Carseview so i couldn't imagine how others would feel.

9/26/2017 9:34 AM

166

No I think you need more places as it isn't big enough and staff can't cooe

9/26/2017 9:23 AM

167

I have had family that have previously used and needed the service at perth it's vital it stays
open . Especially for visiting etc which is important on them getting better

9/26/2017 9:05 AM

168

There aren't enough beds for the mental health patients of Dundee without surrounding area
parients

9/26/2017 9:02 AM

169

Patients need the support from their family as well as the hospital staff. They are already scared
and vulnerable and need to be close to what is familiar to them. Not everyone is in the financial
position to be able to afford the traveling expenses to visit their loved ones

9/26/2017 8:46 AM

170

Centralisation always leaves communities behind, and is particularly damaging in the case of
vulnerable people. It makes them more isolated from their support networks, and the feeling of
being so far from home can be very frightening to someone with mental health issues. The
government has committed to investing in mental health, and it should follow through on it's
promise instead of deploying damaging, cost-cutting measures such as centralisation.

9/26/2017 8:36 AM

171

As its a specialised unit.

9/26/2017 8:15 AM

172

We don't have enoughbeds for everyone. Unless the unit is expanded

9/26/2017 7:53 AM

173

It would be too much

9/26/2017 7:33 AM

174

Everything centralised massive region. Carseview will not cope. Struggling now

9/26/2017 7:29 AM

175

Carsview is not big enough for all who have acute mental health There should be a unit in a few
areas These people need better support and there family's need support also

9/25/2017 7:26 PM

176

Carseview already under resourced and struggling with capacity at the moment. Carseview is
not suitable for long term stay patients, particularly rehabilitation- staff do not have time to spend
with patients or talk to visiting family members- tend to stay in office

9/25/2017 7:24 PM

177

They can't cope in there! They can't look after the patients they have.

9/25/2017 6:45 PM

178

Carseview can't cope with the amount of patients they currently have That's why there are so
many suicides in Dundee

9/25/2017 6:11 PM

179

Not convient for everyone

9/25/2017 6:00 PM
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180

Some families have no transport to visit their loved ones. Public transport is expensive and
takes a long time from outlying areas. Only one hospital will soon become over full and people
in desperate need will be turned away.

9/24/2017 2:32 PM

181

Why should Perth & Kinross loose it's vital Mental Health Services ? Making it more difficult for
family & friends to support & visit those with a debilitating illness. The services at Murray Royal
have been vital over the years & remain vital to our ever INCREASING
community..........Dundee does not have the bed facilities to cope with centralising this service,
therefor again it is those in most need that will loose out & self harm/suicide rates may, and will
probably increase. There are not and never will be enough community nurses to save lives
!!!!!!!!!!

9/24/2017 11:27 AM

182

I feel that it is important to have Services local. Centralising Services would increase travel for
service users, family, friends, visitors, and staff. I believe this would have a negative impact on
people's recovery and access to services.

9/23/2017 8:56 AM

183

-We have a newly built mental health hospital here.. -The available beds are almost non
existent as it is. -It greatly helps in connecting patients with local support in the community. -It
cuts patients off from any their supportive friends or family they may have from visiting.

9/23/2017 8:49 AM

184

I don't really have an opinion on this

9/23/2017 3:14 AM

185

Carsview is not coping not managing the patients it has now. A young man was rescued from
the river Tay again today!

9/23/2017 12:57 AM

186

That could take folk too far from their families

9/22/2017 10:16 PM

187

I think there are arguments for both sides

9/22/2017 9:45 PM

188

Perth needs this service just as much as Dundee. Dundee is too far away

9/22/2017 3:50 PM

189

The people of Angus need The mental health team at Stracathro as it's not only peaceful and
more convenient for the individual and their families but I feel personally will reduce the
overcrowding of Carsview Unit in Dundee that I experienced when I had to attend with a family
member that was the transferred to Perth as there was no beds for him While there for several
hours we were aware of how extremely busy the unit was

9/22/2017 6:50 AM

190

My daughter was refused proper medical attention when seeking help and was instead put
through a court procedure that should never have happened

9/22/2017 6:31 AM

191

Local communities deserve to have local services that provide person centred care. Not
financially driven decision made care.

9/22/2017 5:42 AM

192

People who live outside of Perth have to travel at least 30 miles to get to Perth never mind
Dundee

9/22/2017 12:01 AM

193

I don't agree because carsview hospital is not fit for purpose treatment is a disgrace detained
people can get out easy because it's not a locked unit so it's unsafe for mentally unstable
people they have dementia patents in beside suicidal patients they only seem to think that if you
don't show outward signs of mental illness then you are ok so making it centralised will be
putting even more life's at risk

9/21/2017 11:05 PM

194

Traveling away from family to receive help for your mental health will cause more stress. Travel
is costly. Perth deserves a local mental health facility. People deserve to have help locally and
should not have to fight for this.

9/21/2017 10:38 PM

195

Tdetrimental to patients from outer lying areas to go to Dundee and for families having to travel
further distances

9/21/2017 10:34 PM

196

I have been admitted to Murray royal previously and if I had to be admitted to carseview it would
of made things a lot more difficult for myself and my family.

9/21/2017 10:17 PM

197

We need local support. Going miles away us not an option

9/21/2017 10:11 PM

198

I think there should be one nearer to us not so far away for the people who are in there it is
more easier for visitors as some might not be able to travel to dundee

9/21/2017 10:09 PM

199

Don't understand why they would move it from a brand new facility specifically built for 24 hour
acute mental health care for Perth and surrounding areas. I understand Carseview was an over
flow facility for MoreDun Ward which shows this service isn't only needed it's in need of more
care put in place! I don't know how the NHS expect a suicidal person who doesn't even want
help in the first place is expected to travel to Dundee safely! This is not only putting them at risk
but their family, friends and even the police too meaning more police time wasted!

9/21/2017 10:00 PM

200

Mental health is a huge issue and you are taking away what people of perth need! When you
are in crisis there is not capacity to travel to Dundee, we need local help!! This is also going to
put even more strain on the police and ambulance services.

9/21/2017 9:59 PM
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201

It is vital that the local people of Perth and Kinross have somewhere close to seek the help they
need for their mental health.

9/21/2017 9:53 PM

202

Both my daughters use the services in Perth and if moved to Dundee they would not be able to
travel to use the service .

9/21/2017 9:51 PM

203

Why move it when it's in a facility specifically designed for acute mental health care in Perth and
surrounding areas? I understand Carseview was an over flow facility for Murray Royal which
indicates to me more beds are infact needed. The community mental health team can't cope as
it is imagine how long a referral will take if the acute mental health services are moved to
Dundee!? The suicide rates get higher every year especially in young men can you imagine
how this is going to impact people when it's hard enough to get the help in the first place!

9/21/2017 9:51 PM

204

the fact that a perfectly good facility at MRH In perth is to be closed is so nonsensical it beggars
belief

9/21/2017 9:49 PM

205

Mental health needs to be accessible for all, with all being centralised in Dundee you will find it
impossible to most patients to attend and will cut off links to family

9/21/2017 9:45 PM

206

I believe the service is needed in Perth due to the need in Perth for mental health services and
Dundee is too far away to travel for those with mental health problems.

9/21/2017 9:35 PM

207

Dundee is too far to travel when someone is suicidal. Why move it when Murray Royal Moredun
Ward was purposely built for Acute mental health care in Perth! Absolutely ridiculous decision
and the suicide raise increases year after year just imagine what effect this is going to have! I
have been a patient in Moredun Ward and have recently had to be taken to Carseview by
Tayside Police for emergency treatment and I don't know what I'd of done if it wasn't for the
Police taking me there and bringing me home which may I add is not their job! Not only will this
decision put more people at risk and put people off trying to get help it will waste so much Police
time! May I add we had to wait nearly 2 hours to be seen or even speak to anyone at Carseview
can't imagine how long that wait would be if all acute mental health beds are "centralised" or
moved out of reach of people who so badly need it!

9/21/2017 9:30 PM

208

This service is very important for per th and surrounding areas. We just have to look at the
recent suicides, the out of hours team are in Dundee and this is a huge mistake. Murray royal
has had a lot of bad press but they have done a lot of good over the years. STOP trying to give
all the money to dundee!

9/21/2017 9:27 PM

209

Distance Client in crisis being transported safely Family's struggling to visit Important for a
person in a crisis to be closer to home Financial strain on family's getting back and forward

9/21/2017 9:00 PM

210

The people of perth and perthshire are entitled to get there needs met locally. How on earth are
service users and thier families supposed to get back and forth to dundee. It will only add more
stress to the service user as if they haven.t got enough on there plate.

9/21/2017 10:59 AM

211

Tayside is too wide a geographical area to concentrate in one city

9/20/2017 10:39 PM

212

As a member of the community who has mental health issues I feel that moving the service to
Dundee will make me unlikely to receive the support I need as I cannot travel that far if and
when I need help

9/19/2017 10:12 PM

213

Because it is impractical to expect someone to be transferred out of their own area(local
support, family, friends etc) and what exactly will happen to Moredun ward?

9/19/2017 8:10 PM

214

Why make being hospitalised even more traumatic by isolating the ill person from their home
town and family and friends. How much will it cost to transfer patients from their home town and
back, doesn't seem very well thought out..

9/19/2017 4:37 PM

215

It is too far for people who suffer from this Illness, plus they would have to get three busses. I
just think its stupid. I'd rather it was Murray Royal as it wouldn't be too far to travel.

9/19/2017 3:48 PM

216

Murray Royal hospital is not fit for purpose building, physicists and staff. It is not a safe place,
care of duty is not concistant and national practices & policys are not followed.

9/18/2017 5:39 PM

217

Geographically it's nonsense never mind morally

9/16/2017 11:18 PM

218

I believe it will end up cost financially more and also cost both patients and there families time
and money due to travelling.

9/16/2017 8:01 PM

219

I would like it to stay local, it's hard enough to get family to visit Murray Royal never mind
travelling to Dundee. Even as an outpatient it would be cost prohibitive to travel to Dundee.
Perth is centrally located for a large number of smaller villages and this would allow easier
access for them as well

9/16/2017 7:45 PM

220

Increased pressure on single sight, poor patient journey, evidence of patients travelling and
waiting times to completion exceeding 8 hours.

9/16/2017 2:09 PM

221

It's better to have acute beds locally in my opinion

9/16/2017 2:00 PM
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222

It will be harder for family members to visit there loved ones if they can not get a bed closer to
home where ever that is

9/16/2017 1:35 PM

223

Too far.

9/16/2017 1:35 PM

224

people need the right to live in the city they belong to especially when it is long term this may
work with short term only

9/16/2017 1:17 PM

225

There should be facility for acute care locally and I do not see why thatt requires a consultant
psychiatrist on site 24 hours a day.

9/16/2017 1:09 PM

226

Too far away.

9/15/2017 3:41 PM

227

It is important to keep GAP Services local given the nature of acute mental health problems.
Recently heard from a relative, who described being hospitalised in Carseview, as it appears
the changes have already been made to centralising services! She described the anguish it
caused her not being located in Murray Royal, where she had previously been a patient. This
caused extra pressure on her, which would be the same for other patients. Her mother advises
that even after having been discharged for a couple of weeks, her daughter has this time not
"got back to her old self" and is on heavy medication. There was also the difficulty of visiting
(again the same pressure on other families) and it is of utmost importance that people suffering
mental health problems have a supportive environment, which must include visitors. The people
cost implications in the longer term if the change is made to centralising GAP services at
Carseview permanently will have a long term detriment to the service for people in Perth &
Kinross. This will lead to worsening conditions of patients and will be more costly long term.
Also the fact that GAP Services appear to have already moved to Carseview is extremely
worrying given that the consultation ends on 3/10/17. Is it just a tick box exercise with a decision
having already been made? Hopefully not.

9/15/2017 3:21 PM

228

Having spent time in Carseview I must say my condition worsened. The staff with one exception
had no time for me. Had I not been moved to Murray Royal I honestly believe I would not have
survived.

9/15/2017 2:52 PM

229

Too far for unwell ppl to travel Relatives visits would be much less because of financial and
distance

9/14/2017 9:21 PM

230

There was a vast amount of money invested in new hospital at MRH incorporating a new acute
admission ward for 16/65 age group. Unfortunately my understanding is that there were very few
staff members involved in the planning stage of this build and decisions were made by strategic
managers regarding the floor plan , size etc and this has proved to be the wrong decision. I
think it is a disgrace that patients and family members to travel to Dundee.. Tayside covers a
huge geographical area and this extra travelling will only cause unnecessary stress on patient
and there families. This proposal is purely financially driven , along with all the other decisions
that are made ie the integration of social and health care. It is never for the benefit of patients /
service users.

9/14/2017 8:50 PM

231

Everything gets cut and centralised and it's wrong, some families can't drive and would therefore
be cut off from ill relatives, having bee such a patient I know how important family and friends
visiting are

9/14/2017 2:45 PM

232

Perthshire and Angus are massive areas in comparison to Dundee. Thus centralising it in
Dundee would mean an even longer journey for the client who more often than not is very
distressed.

9/14/2017 12:36 PM

233

If your a Perth patient in Dundee with no family or friends who drive,how do you get your
belongings etc if you were rushed into hospital.

9/14/2017 12:04 PM

234

If families live in pitlochry it is a long journey to visit

9/14/2017 11:47 AM

235

Too far away, too big a hospital, away from familiarity

9/14/2017 11:19 AM

236

Perth is a city,,quite a big one with a lot of people needing easy access to help. It should be
kept in our very good facility. Why should the people of Perth put up with this. 22 miles to
access health care when we have hospitals of our own. An expanding city with a useless health
service.

9/14/2017 9:31 AM

237

I think it is daunting enough for anyone acutely I'll admitted to hospital, some have to travel miles
just to receive a bed often meaning their families struggle to visit often, causing added
pressures and anxieties. Perth is central to the north and south of Scotland, millions of pounds
has been spent for the new Murray Royal hospital to be built so I see centralising GAP services
to carseview a bit of a waste really. And also the views of the service users should be highly
considered before any decision is made as they are the ones accessing the services. It's
ashame really that it has come to this day where we are playing with people's lives for the sake
of saving money.

9/14/2017 7:45 AM
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238

Most individuals have family in perthor surrounding area and if they moved it to dundee, not only
would travel increase but the level of visitation would decrease and thus have a negative impact
on the continued negative emotional state of the individuals using the service. I was personally
taken into Murray Royal hospital for a 3-4 month stay and my family would not have been able
to travel through daily to visit me and it was only with the constant support of my close family
network that I was able to recover in that time frame. Stays in hospital may be longer or in some
cases shorter as a want to return home is more prominent that a want to get the help required.
If people were to return home too early it could encourage people to say they are well when they
are not and may decrease their safety in.the community during rehabilitation to society

9/14/2017 6:31 AM

239

1. Not sensible move, already tough for people who are struggling, without being sent away
from family and friends to unknown place 2. Implications for visitors - sometimes difficult to visit
already but if moved to another city may become impossible 3. Patients become more isolated
from friends and family

9/13/2017 8:56 PM

240

What about people with mental health problems who live in Perthshire.

9/13/2017 7:42 PM

241

Mental health patients, esp those in crisis, need daily support from family in order to progress.
This is not going to be possible, esp for those with limited means, if travel to and from Dundee
is needed. I live in Highland Perthshire, 90 mins from Murray Royal; fortunately I haven't had to
be admitted for many years, but if I were to be, it would add an hour + to the journey time of my
family visiting. Additionally, for many patients a gradual reintroduction to social interaction,
shopping etc is needed. (including those being released from state hospitals) If this can be
done in their local town, it makes it easier as it is more familiar. A day release pass from a
Dundee hospital would be very confusing if you have no knowledge of Dundee. In the long
term, this move would create more problems than it solves.

9/13/2017 9:04 AM

242

Distance & difficult for carers & friends to see patients.

9/13/2017 8:00 AM

243

People with Mental Health problems should be treated as close to home as possible. Perth is a
huge geographical area and people have to travel far enough already. Family and friends might
not be able to visit them in Carseview.

9/12/2017 10:38 PM

244

If you read board minutes NHS Tayside have all ready decided. I would only wish for the
modern ward to be kept open if they bring all the phyicatrists, nursing staff and required health &
safety up to the national standards because as it stands you should be warned "enter at your
own risk"

9/12/2017 7:24 PM

245

It was hard enough to access services before they were centralised, let alone after moving them
to Dundee. Perthshire takes in a large area and now ambulance and police services as well as
relying on people's friends and family will have to take people that are already distressed
mentally, through to Dundee rather than closer areas to be assessed. No crisis help apart from
being directed through nhs24. Many situations could be delt with before bombarding Carsview
with emergency appointments. Less beds will be available. It will isolate in patients, if family and
friends have to travel longer distances to see loved ones

9/12/2017 6:43 PM

246

Makes it very hard for other family members eg young mums with children or the carer who is
looking the users children and elderly relatives

9/12/2017 4:13 PM

247

No.It is already difficult to get help with mental health problems in Perth and Kinross without
now having to travel to Dundee. The Murray Royal also has a better track record for treating
mental health problems than Carseview. How will people who are very unwell get to Carseview?

9/11/2017 7:52 PM

248

Can/t understand the move when Murray Royal is a relatively new hospital. What will Moredun
be used for afterwards? Are there any more wards to be moved under future policies? Can't
help but think this move is the thin end of the wedge.

9/11/2017 6:31 PM

249

Will definately cause distress to patients and service users.

9/11/2017 6:21 PM

250

Local services are preferable.

9/11/2017 4:35 PM

251

Having been an inpatient at both Moredun B and Carseview I know this is a terrible proposal.
Moredun B increases the speed of my recovery with single rooms and en-suite facilities.
Carseview is much more like a prison and would definitely increase the chances of me delaying
treatment due to fear of admission. I'm literally scared at the thought of ever going back to
Carseview. I know my illness indicateors which always follow a period of mania and I would
definitely seek early intervention if I thought I would be admitted to Moredun B. If I thought I
could go to Carseview I would delay treatment and hence increase the chances of doing
something really stupid and this includes suicide. By going through with this proposal you are
literally going to cost lives in Tayside.

9/11/2017 2:19 PM

252

Absolutely not when people enter a mental Health ward they are distressed and confused but o
some bright spark thinks it better to send them to Dundee wasn't the building of Murry Royal for
to benifit local people of Perth and Kinross and key to modern approach to dealing with mental
health Dundee is way behind in its care atleast 10yrs

9/11/2017 2:12 PM
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253

A lot of money has been spent building the new Murray Royal and services should be retained
here for the people of Perth & Kinross and not farmed out to Caresview Centre in Dundee. NHS
Tayside should be going all out to recruit and train staff to keep the acute ward open at Murray
Royal. Centralising the acute mental beds at Carsewell will surely increase demand there and
what happens if this unit cannot cope through time with the volume of admissions. Will they then
have to look to employ more mental health staff or extend wards. Costing more money and also
having the same problem they now say exists at Murray Royal.

9/11/2017 11:15 AM

254

I have been an inpatient in both units and the speed of recovery in Moredun B is far greater.I
would be scared to seek treatment for a manic episode if I knew I was going to be admitted to
Carseview.I would seek treatment early if the option was Moredun B.This could be the
difference between life and death as I may end up taking my own life before getting the
treatment required.

9/11/2017 10:48 AM

255

It is 140 miles from the west of the region to this facility. The facility has a bad reputation for
making people unwell. The services are not local, and people who go there suffer.

9/11/2017 7:38 AM

256

People with mental health problems need their care close to home so that friends and relatives
can visit as this helps their recovery.

9/11/2017 12:28 AM

257

Too far away from family and friends.

9/10/2017 9:53 PM

258

I think all areas should have access to clinics that deal in mental health issues.

9/10/2017 9:21 PM

259

I live in Kinloch Rannoch and its a tiresome journey in the back of an ambulance going to
Dundee let alone Perth so I would not wish it on anyone.

9/10/2017 9:00 PM

260

I have used both the crisis team and inpatient and have had a chance to "test" the move to
Dundee in a crisis which simply did not work. Ambulances and taxis to get there and back.

9/10/2017 5:01 PM

261

I have to use public transport from my home in Kinross. Visitor issue as well.

9/9/2017 7:41 PM

262

Each area needs their own in-patient services.

9/9/2017 6:08 PM

263

Travel time and costs No reason for it to happen Will not save any money A ward is a ward
Murray Royal was gifted to the people of Perthshire for mental health Some people will have to
do a 100 mile round trip to visit a relative Brand new hospital st Murray Royal for mental health

9/9/2017 5:18 PM

264

Never enough beds. Mental health issues on the increase. Staff at moredun provide an
excellent service. Service users would have to travel too far for there care. It would be detriment
to people ready to leave hospital . They would be less able to get time out and link in with
support services before being discharged. People need support networks to help to recover and
for some would make visiting very difficult and expensive.

9/9/2017 11:38 AM

265

Potential for more suicides in perth Potential for not asking for help due to having to travel to di
dee

9/9/2017 11:28 AM

266

People should be catered for within their local community not in an alien environment which
would undoubtedly cause undue stress and possible reaction.

9/9/2017 9:38 AM

267

It is too far away for those in highland Perthshire and there aren't enough beds as it is, taking
them to Dundee will undoubtedly lower this already unsatisfactory number.

9/9/2017 8:47 AM

268

Visits to relatives in care can be really important for improving their wellness and I already live
30 mins away within Perthshire and moving the facilities to Dundee would stop the frequency of
my visits to my family member. Distance/ time make a huge impact on how a family member
can help support a patient.

9/9/2017 2:18 AM

269

Difficult for people to get there especially from the rural areas uprooting of the staff financially
implications less accessibility to local services

9/9/2017 12:39 AM

270

People need to be as near to home as possible to assist in their recovery. Not helpful for
someone wishing to visit their home for a short spell possibly with a nurse to sort out household
things such as picking up mail, checking on their home and re adjusting to homelife by having
frequent short visits while still in hospital. So important to have visitors often and that would be
affected by the distance some people would need to travel.

9/8/2017 10:52 PM

271

Thanks build a good new hospital and people from all over Perth and have to travel to to
Dundee an also being stressed at this, moment

9/8/2017 10:21 PM

272

Tayside is a huge region, people might receive less family visits due to money problems. Each
area should have their own acute unit.

9/8/2017 9:32 PM

273

There is already a problem for people in Perthshire when looking for services and shortage and
cuts in service. This is only going to exacerbate this. It is also so wrong on every level to expect
people to have to be in hospitals so far away from their loved ones. This simply cannot be in a
patient's best interest.

9/8/2017 9:23 PM
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274

Grossly unfair for patients not to have local treatment. It will be a challenge for families to travel
considerable distance to visit loved ones.

9/8/2017 9:21 PM

275

I know many people affected by mental health and Dundee is not an option for some. Perth
claims to have a city status yet we are losing all our vital necessities in heath care!

9/8/2017 8:57 PM

276

It is recognised that people should be treated near to their families. The extra miles make
visiting almost impossible for people from rural areas and impossible for those relying on public
transport

9/8/2017 8:45 PM

277

Perthshire is a large area and it's unfair to place people so far away from their support network
when they're so ill

9/8/2017 8:44 PM

278

Too far away from Perth & Kinross.

9/8/2017 8:39 PM

279

Perth and Kinross covers a huge area and people already need to travel to Perth to go to
Murray Royal. Further travel to Dundee is too much. Patients need familiarity and need family to
be as near as possible and have access to visits. I think it is a disgrace, criminal even, to have
spent all that money on building the new Murray Royal Hospital for a few years later to want to
close Moredun Ward. Requiring patients to have to go to Dundee, in which I am lead to believe
there will be less beds available. Just where will distressed people needing help go??? Because
there is little to no support in the community. You do realise that suicides will increase? Maybe
you really don't care because that is the message this proposal sends out. This proposal is
ridiculous. People will suffer more and is a backwards step in the treatment of people who
struggle with mental illness. Totally dismayed. But who cares, right?

9/8/2017 8:14 PM

280

It will be detrimental to people in need in the Perth area

9/8/2017 7:58 PM

281

It is too far away for most patients to have to get to. Visitors are essential to recovery in the
majority of cases. Quite often they are unable to to travel to Carseview either due to difficulty
with the distance that has to be covered or require too many changes of buses that it is
logistically not feasible.

9/8/2017 5:11 PM
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Q4 How much confidence do you have in the NHS Tayside consultation
process on the proposal?
Answered: 387

Skipped: 8

Highly confident
1.03% (4)
Highly confidentconfident
1.03% (4)
2.07% (8)
confident
50/50
2.07%18.35%
(8) (71)
50/50
18.35% (71)

No Confidence
41.86% (162)
No Confidence
41.86% (162)

Little confidence
36.69% (142)
Little confidence
36.69% (142)
RESPONSES

ANSWER CHOICES
Highly confident

1.03%

4

confident

2.07%

8

50/50

18.35%

71

Little confidence

36.69%

142

No Confidence

41.86%

162

TOTAL

387
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Q5 Do you believe that giving your opinion to NHS Tayside via their
consultation process will influence the outcome?
Answered: 389

Skipped: 6

Yes
23.14% (90)
Yes
23.14% (90)

No
76.86% (299)
No
76.86% (299)
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

23.14%

90

No

76.86%

299

TOTAL

389
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Q6 Do you agree that NHS Tayside Mental Health Services should be
based locally to the service user?
Answered: 391

Skipped: 4

No
1.79% (7)
No
1.79% (7)

ANSWER CHOICES

Yes
98.21% (384)
Yes
98.21% (384)

RESPONSES

Yes

98.21%

No

1.79%

TOTAL

384
7
391
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Q36 Overall, how would you rate the care you have received from NHS
mental health services?
Answered: 217

Poor
13.82% (30)
Poor
13.82% (30)

Skipped: 178

Very Poor
8.76% (19)
Very Poor
8.76% (19)

Excellent
12.90% (28)
Excellent
12.90% (28)

Very good
20.74% (45)
Very good
20.74% (45)
Fair
19.82% (43)
Fair
19.82% (43)

ANSWER CHOICES

Good
23.96% (52)
Good
23.96% (52)
RESPONSES

Excellent

12.90%

28

Very good

20.74%

45

Good

23.96%

52

Fair

19.82%

43

Poor

13.82%

30

Very Poor

8.76%

19

TOTAL

217
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Q38 Who has helped you the most with your mental health challenges?
Answered: 209

Skipped: 186

Other
29.19% (61)
Other
29.19% (61)

Social Worker
0.48% (1)
Social Worker
0.48% (1)
Psychologist
11.48% (24)
Psychologist
11.48% (24) CPN
7.66% (16)
CPN
7.66% (16)
ANSWER CHOICES

Family
31.10% (65)
Family
31.10% (65)

Psychiatrist
5.74% (12)
Psychiatrist
5.74% (12)

Friend
14.35% (30)
Friend
14.35% (30)

RESPONSES

Family

31.10%

65

Friend

14.35%

30

Psychiatrist

5.74%

12

CPN

7.66%

16

Psychologist

11.48%

24

Social Worker

0.48%

1

Other

29.19%

61

TOTAL

209

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Friend

11/27/2017 12:36 PM

2

psychiatrist, GP, vol sector Southton/The Bield

11/27/2017 12:16 PM

3

I have had to do it myself and deal on a daily basis with family member with acute anxiety issues
- lot of which is down to a lack of decent supported employment which is rotten

11/27/2017 11:42 AM

4

PLUS

11/27/2017 10:27 AM

5

Friend, Son, Psychiatrist CPN

11/26/2017 7:10 PM

6

PLUS Perth.

11/26/2017 6:57 PM

7

Friend, Psychiatrist, CPN, Social Worker.

11/26/2017 6:50 PM

8

Counsellor Minister/pastor

11/26/2017 6:06 PM

9

Friend, CPN, Psychotherapist, EMDR Therapist. Helplines during difficult periods.

11/26/2017 6:04 PM

10

Friend, CPN and Psychiatrist.

11/26/2017 6:00 PM

11

Family, Friend, Psychiatrist, CPN, members from my local church

11/25/2017 8:28 PM

12

SAMG, Harbour Counselling, PLUS Perth, Move Ahead

11/25/2017 7:31 PM

13

Psychiatrist, psychologist, Highland House

11/25/2017 7:00 PM

14

Silent Counselling at Norwell Clinic, Scone helps me to recover my good mental health.

11/25/2017 6:28 PM
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15

OT Nurse

11/25/2017 5:55 PM

16

I am indebted to complementary practitioners - a homeopath and doctors of chiropractors. Also
centres of help, those in the community, and those user led.

11/25/2017 5:44 PM

17

In-patient nurses and support workers.

11/25/2017 5:10 PM

18

Peer support

11/25/2017 4:43 PM

19

my daughter and my CPN

11/25/2017 4:27 PM

20

Doctors at own surgery

11/25/2017 4:09 PM

21

Myself, and my faith helps also

11/25/2017 3:58 PM

22

the thing i found most helpful was participating in research with strathclyde uni for anxiety
treatment

11/23/2017 12:10 AM

23

Meditation group, reading up on my condition, which was acute anxiety at one time and acute
sadness on another. Also physical activity, friend ships, and st John's wort tablets for a period.

11/4/2017 9:32 AM

24

mental health occupational therapist

10/31/2017 10:21 PM

25

privately-seen phychotherapist

10/29/2017 2:47 PM

26

I had a fantastic team around me in my psychiatrist, mental health officer and family.

10/15/2017 9:35 PM

27

Clinical neurologist

10/12/2017 8:54 PM

28

Youth workers in perth

10/10/2017 8:15 PM

29

as well as family and friends

10/9/2017 1:46 PM

30

Independent Advocacy

10/9/2017 10:11 AM

31

Myself and a private counsellor. Waiting list for a psychologist was far too long 18 months plus.

10/5/2017 9:55 PM

32

Myself! And some of the 'care' that has been available in the past - such as long term talking
therapies, some appropriate behavioural activations and some individuals - 2 psychologists in
particular - wh0 have interacted with me as the intelligent individual I am rather than seeing me
solely as an 'illness'. (You tasked earlier if I had had my 'diagnosis' and my 'rights' explained to
me - I have often found myself in the position of explaining these to staff - nursing staff in
particular!)

10/5/2017 3:58 PM

33

Family, CPN, GP, MINDSPACE

10/5/2017 1:12 PM

34

family, friend and CPN

10/5/2017 12:43 PM

35

Friend and CPN

10/5/2017 12:16 PM

36

Friend, Social Worker, the support of SAMH have helped me. I have been referred by my GP to
a psychiatrist.

10/5/2017 12:04 PM

37

Psychiatrist, Psychologist and CPN.

10/5/2017 11:52 AM

38

Family and Psychologist

10/5/2017 11:32 AM

39

Family and Murray Royal Hospital.

10/5/2017 11:11 AM

40

Family, Friend, CPN, Nurses in Murray Royal Hospital.

10/5/2017 10:50 AM

41

My psychiatrist put me with a Peer Support Worker and this was a turning point for me; to meet
someone who had been through what I was going through and who came out the other end.

10/4/2017 5:08 PM

42

Counsellor

10/4/2017 4:01 PM

43

My GP

10/4/2017 12:25 PM

44

GP and family

10/2/2017 3:15 PM

45

Plus friends.

10/1/2017 8:43 PM

46

My physiatrist helped me amazingly a lot and helped me with new coping strategies and
techniques and also my partner helped me get through the rough days and nights but I had to
stop my treatment due to major surgery on my shoulder ( shoulder fusion ) and have recently
been referred back to my physiatrist.

9/29/2017 10:44 PM
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47

Friends, family and GP in that order, in my case. Offered psychologist's input when mildly
suicidal, but medication and family commitment was sufficient, in crisis, for me. For my brother,
his suicide was the result of multiple failings by family, friends, his religious 'community'
(Jehovah's witness wife and 'Elders'- which is effectively a closed cult), the medical profession his wife had recently had a lifesaving abortion of a dead foetus. He had overwhelming
pressures, his birth family were excluded from information by all of his daily contacts. A team
meeting of health professionals at all levels and birth family relatives, life affirming visits from his
young sons, protection from ward stimuli he found distasteful even in his 'sane' culture, would
have saved his life. 4 quotes from him " One Flew INTO The Cuckoo's Nest"(He had seen the
Jack Nicholson movie before his 'conversion'). "You Saved My Life, Rosie"(I assisted to get him
sectioned - for his own 'safety') and "I just need a place to be mad for a while", "I don't want to
be a shuffler" (A person, with whom he shared the ward, and feared/dreaded to become, who
were effectively 'zombies'(living dead) from medication or their closed up condition. Our
grandfather was incarcerated for 30 years until he died for having schizophrenia, and our uncle,
his son,died from progressive and at that time, untreatable epilepsy in the same hospital. Only
the birth family could have contributed that information for his 'back story', in time to help
understanding of his plight.(Beimers vs NHS 1993-5)

9/28/2017 6:39 AM

48

Carers

9/27/2017 2:56 PM

49

A very difficult question for me. Apart from a very brief period 3 years ago I have failed to
respond positively to treatment over the last 10 years. Family has been my main source of
'courage' in my continuing despairing battle with mental ill health. For a very short period I made
a little progress several years ago with the support of a psychologist - who then left her post.

9/26/2017 10:30 PM

50

CBT therapist

9/26/2017 9:07 PM

51

Dbt therapist

9/26/2017 9:04 PM

52

Partner

9/26/2017 7:53 PM

53

mum

9/26/2017 6:13 PM

54

Support workers and speaking to other sufferers

9/26/2017 5:30 PM

55

GP + Insight + Friends + Family + Psycholgist

9/26/2017 12:11 PM

56

Doctor

9/26/2017 11:07 AM

57

family and partner

9/26/2017 10:19 AM

58

Doctor

9/26/2017 7:56 AM

59

Massive support from the under resourced team at Carseview

9/26/2017 7:32 AM

60

The counsellor I was seeing with mind space while waiting on the NHS list. Really I wanted to
continue with the counsellor at mind space, but there wasn't enough funding and I'd reached the
top of the NHS waiting list. The room I saw her in was warm and comforting. she had different
items to help with grounding and used different therapeutic technics that were appropriate to
different things that came up during sessions. Where as the NHS psychologists office felt very
cold, desolate and clinical.. And I felt the treatment was very ridged.

9/23/2017 11:17 AM

61

Support worker at Mind Space but that was over a year ago

9/22/2017 10:37 PM

62

I have had to contact the mental health team in Angus regarding participants who have
accessed the team previously in my job. In regards to getting assistance for that member

9/22/2017 6:55 AM

63

Myself. I did not receive any real help, even at my worst moments. I remember being 14 years
old and told that I was not sad enough to receive any help and had one meeting with an NHS
councillor and that was it. It completely ruined my outlook on ever getting help for my mental
health issues. I have learnt to deal with everything by myself and that should not have been the
solution. Everyone deserves help, no one should be left isolated and alone.

9/21/2017 10:41 PM

64

Gp

9/21/2017 10:36 PM

65

gp

9/21/2017 10:12 PM

66

My local gp is very good but has limited time and resources

9/21/2017 10:01 PM

67

My private counsellor, my support worker from RASAC, and my GP has been the most helpful!

9/21/2017 9:43 PM

68

Mind space perth

9/21/2017 9:30 PM

69

My psychiatrist is very good and doesn't rush appointments and takes care with me. I do
wonder though if this is because I have action against NHS Tayside and there verging on the
side of caution . Would like to think it was genuin

9/21/2017 9:06 PM

70

Yes was a CPN.... But now a CLDN.

9/19/2017 3:54 PM
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71

New gp

9/16/2017 11:21 PM

72

My friends and the other patients who were in at the same time I was

9/16/2017 7:49 PM

73

Psychiatrist when in Moredun plus CPN.

9/15/2017 3:00 PM

74

Nursing staff

9/14/2017 9:26 PM

75

Occupational tgerapist

9/14/2017 11:52 AM

76

social care officer from perth and kinross council

9/14/2017 11:26 AM

77

GP and OHSAS

9/13/2017 9:26 PM

78

My CPN, family, psychotherapy and EMDR therapy have all helped greatly.

9/11/2017 6:25 PM

79

Patients that have gone through similar experiences and God.

9/11/2017 2:24 PM

80

Counciling at mindspace

9/11/2017 2:19 PM

81

I received counselling from NHS in England and found this was most helpful with regard to my
recovery.

9/11/2017 11:28 AM

82

Patients that were in the ward going through the same thing and could understand fully what it is
like to live with a mental health problem.

9/11/2017 10:58 AM

83

ALL the staff at Moredun Murray Royal Hospital, for which I am always grateful.

9/10/2017 9:46 PM

84

Psychiatrist, CPN and Social Worker.

9/10/2017 9:06 PM

85

Crisis team

9/10/2017 5:06 PM

86

CPN & Social Worker.

9/9/2017 7:49 PM

87

Myself you either sink or swim there is not any help now lack of places to go the services don't
help your condition negativity no one to turn to lack of talking therapy long waiting times for
counselling

9/9/2017 12:55 AM

88

Family psychiatrist and cpn all helped

9/8/2017 8:42 PM

89

Myself through reading and reflective writing.

9/8/2017 8:40 PM

90

My dog has kept me alive.

9/8/2017 8:33 PM

91

It changes throughout the illness. It works as a team. Psychiatrist, psychologist, CPN, family
also myself.

9/8/2017 5:22 PM
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Q48 How important do you feel it is to have support locally for
crisis/emotional distress?
Answered: 262

Skipped: 133

Not important
0.76% (2)
Important Not important
1.15% (3) 0.76% (2)
Important
1.15% (3)

ANSWER CHOICES

Very important
98.09% (257)
Very important
98.09% (257)
RESPONSES

Very important

98.09%

Important

1.15%

3

Not important

0.76%

2

TOTAL

257

262
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Q49 How important for your general mental health and wellbeing do
you rate your house and surroundings?
Answered: 343

Skipped: 52

Not important
0.87% (3)
Not important
Important
16.03% (55) 0.87% (3)
Important
16.03% (55)

Very important
83.09% (285)
Very important
83.09% (285)
RESPONSES

ANSWER CHOICES
Very important

83.09%

285

Important

16.03%

55

Not important

0.87%

3

TOTAL

343
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Q51 How important for your general mental health and wellbeing do
you rate friends and relationships?
Answered: 344

Skipped: 51

Not important
1.16% (4)
Not important
Important
15.70% (54) 1.16% (4)
Important
15.70% (54)

Very important
83.14% (286)
Very important
83.14% (286)
RESPONSES

ANSWER CHOICES
Very important

83.14%

286

Important

15.70%

54

Not important

1.16%

4

TOTAL

344
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